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INTRODUCTION 
Let (M, g) be a compact, riemannian manifold, let d be its Laplacian 
and let {qj) denote a fixed orthonormal basis of Laplace eigenfunc- 
tions: Acpj= -Ajticpj, O=&,<~,bi,,.~~ t a. Various theorems relate the 
asymptotic properties of the S’s and qis, as Aj + co, with the dynamical 
properties of the geodesic flow G’ on S*M. Among the best-known results 
of this kind are the theorems of Duistermaat, Guillemin, Ivrii, Helton, 
and Colin de Verdiere, which relate the asymptotic distribution of the 
eigenvalues (mod 1) to the nature of the closed geodesics (M, g). The gist 
of these is that the eigenvalues cluster around an arithmetic progression if 
all geodesics are closed, are somewhat more regularly distributed if at least 
one geodesic is not closed (the differences ,,$ - fi are dense in W), and 
are asymptotically uniformly distributed (mod 1) if the set of closed 
geodesics has measure zero. 
It is less well known that strong relationships also exist between the 
asymptotic behavior of Laplace eigenfunctions (as lj + co) and the 
dynamical properties of the corresponding geodesic flows. A simple (but 
important) example of this is afforded by flat tori R”/L. Here the eigenfunc- 
tions are pi = e2”i’i, -> (2 EL*). To study the asymptotic behavior of the 
(pi, we form the matrix elements (Aq,, cp,.) with A a YDO of order 0. 
A simple computation shows that as n -+ cci, (Aq,,, cpnl) +Jr2 (TV dpi, 
where T, is the invariant torus for G’ consisting of unit vectors pointing in 
the direction A/12/, and where dp, is the unit mass translation invariant 
measure on T,. Thus the sequence {cp,,} concentrates microlocally on 
T, E SM. 
A second example of this kind is given by the highest weight spherical 
harmonics { Yi} on S2. A direct calculation here shows that (A Yi, Y:), for 
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a given !PDO, tends (as I-+ a) to the integral of (r, around the equatorial 
geodesic. 
In both of these examples, the geodesic flow was completely integrable, 
and we saw that certain sequences of eigenfunctions tend, in some sense, to 
B-functions along invariant tori. A rather opposite type of theorem was 
stated by A. I. Snirelman in 1974: if G’ is ergodic, then eigenfunctions tend 
toward uniform distribution in S*M in the sense that (Aq,, cpi) -+ 
s S*M cA dp (tip = Liouville measure). (A complete proof, together with 
fuller historic and heuristic remarks, may be found in [ 16, 11.) 
Our purpose in this paper is to enlarge on the theme that dynamical 
assumptions on G’ have a strong impact on the asymptotic behavior of 
eigenfunctions. In particular, we will see what happens when G’ is mixing, 
and, at the opposite extreme, when G’ is completely integrable. 
Before describing our results, let us explain more fully what we mean by 
the asymptotic behavior of eigenfunctions. The idea is always to “test” the 
eigenfunctions against the 0th order ‘YDO’s on L’(M), and to see what 
kinds of limits they have as the eigenvalue tends to infinity. “Testing” here 
means to form the matrix coefficients (Aq,, cp,) of the YDO A relative to 
the {cp,}. Such a coefficient is interpreted in quantum mechanics (roughly) 
as the probability amplitude that a free particle in the energy state 4; 
makes a transition to 4j while A is being observed, or, equivalently, as the 
expected value of A during a transition from the state bi to the state dj. 
The correspondence principle of quantum mechanics uggests that, as the 
energy tends to CC, such transition amplitudes hould have a classical imit. 
To make this precise, we will view the matrix element (Aq,, cpj) as a linear 
functional of the symbol g,* of A. Thus, we fix once and for all an associa- 
tion 0 --) Op(a) of 0th order YDO’s to symbols 0~ C”(S*M) (the results 
will be independent of this choice). We then define the distribution 
d@i,jC2’(S*M) by 
<a, d@,j) 2 (Wa) (Pi, Cpj). (0.1) 
The problem of describing the asymptotic behavior of the ‘pi can now be 
stated precisely: determine the weak limits of the { d@,,.j }. 
The fact that these weak limits have something to do with the geodesic 
flow has been known for a long time. In the mathematics literature, for 
instance, it is noted in [ 15, 51 that the weak limits of the diagonal elements 
{da, i > are invariant (probability) measures for G’. In special cases, these 
can be determined by symmetry considerations, or by direct computation 
(as with the torus and sphere examples above). In general, however, it 
appears to be a difficult problem to determine which invariant measures p 
show up as such classical imits of eigenfunctions. 
The present paper contains several kinds of new results on this problem. 
The first is an extension of the result described above, to the effect that 
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dcDj,  almost certainly (in j) tends to Liouville measure if G’ is ergodic. The 
extension is to describe the limits of sequences of off-diagonal elements 
{d@i,j, izj}. Th is may seem at first to be a rather dull modification. 
However, it turns out to have more structure than might first be suspected. 
To begin with, a sequence {da,* ,} with a unique limit can occur only if 
A, - A, tends to a limiting gap c(, and then the limit is an eigenmeasure 
of G’ of eigenvalue eicrt (a good example of such an eigenmeasure to keep 
in mind is a fourier coefficient along an orbit). In the case where l,=ljr, 
i.e., where one has a large sequence of multiple eigenvalues, the limit 
measure must therefore be invariant. Our first result is that if G’ is ergodic, 
and if a positive proportion of the ,$‘s is multiple, then, up to a sparse sub- 
sequence (of “proportion zero”), the d@i,,j,‘s with i,# j, but I,= Aj, must 
tend to zero. (Compare this with the situation for the diagonal elements.) 
Our second result concerns the limits when the limiting gap a#O. For 
this we need to assume that the flow G’ is mixing. In that case one finds 
again that the off-diagonal elements tend almost certainly to 0. 
The proofs of these results involve the theorem cited above on limits of 
diagonal elements. They require as well a new ingredient: a kind of 
L2-ergodic theorem for matrix element of +DO’s relative to Laplace eigen- 
functions (Lemma A). Some explanation of why they are true is afforded by 
a description of the possible (non-invariant) eigenmeasures for hyperbolic, 
ergodic flows G’: for these eigenmeasures are all singular relative to 
Liouville measure, and consequently “shouldn’t” arise as limits of “fat” (i.e., 
positive density) sequences of d@,, j,‘s (see Proposition C). 
Our final results (in Section 3) concern the asymptotic behavior of eigen- 
functions in the opposite extreme case of completely integrable geodesic 
flow. Here, there is a natural choice of orthonormal basis which reflects the 
foliation of S*M onto invariant torii for G’. Indeed, such a basis comes out 
of the “ladder” theory of Guillemin and Sternberg for quantizations of 
Hamiltonian toral actions. This section was partly inspired by an 
(unpublished) article of A. Uribe, which uses the ladder theory to show 
that diagonal sequences corresponding to such ladder eigenfunctions tend 
to b-functions on invariant tori. Its other inspiration was Colin de 
Verdiere’s work on microlocal normal forms for commuting operators in 
the completely integrable case [ 11. Essentially, this allows us to reduce the 
problem to the simple case, described above, of flat tori. It seems to give 
somewhat sharper results than does the ladder theory (see Theorem E). 
1. CLASSICAL LIMITS FOR COHERENT FAMILIES 
We are interested in the value limits of the family {d@, j} of distributions 
on C”(S*M). It is natural to make the definitions: 
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DEFINITION 1.1. (a) A subset 9= (d@ir,j,: r,s~N+} of {d@i,j} is a 
coherent family if it has a unique vague limit point. 
(b) The eigenvalue pairs {(pi,, ,u,)}, with ,uj= ,,/q, form the spec- 
trum of the family, to be denoted spec(9). 
(c) If the vague limit of a coherent family is 0, it is called a vanishing 
family, otherwise, non-vanishing. 
We have: 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose 9 = { d@ ,, , j, } is a coherent non-vanishing 
family. Then: 
(i) the differences {pi, - pi,} of pairs in spec(9) have a unique limit 
point c(, and 
(ii) the vague limit of the family is an eigenmeasure for G’ of eigen- 
value e’“‘. 
Proof. Let 
U(t) =exp(it 0). 
Then for any zeroth order $00 A, 
(U( -t) AU(t) Gi,, ~j,)=ei”~“~-~/~‘(A~i,, dji,) 
and 
(‘t-t) A’(t) @,,y @i,)=(Op(o,~;G’) @i,, @j,)+ (R,@i,, @j,), 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
where R, is a $00 of order - 1 (Egorov Theorem). Viewing oA as a func- 
tion on S*M extended by homogeneity (of order 0) to ?*M, we have, for 
u E c “(S*M), 
err(rl~-“J~‘(u, d@ ,,,,,) = (a>“, do,,,,) 
+O(min{lPi,l~‘~ lP,,,lp’)). (1.4) 
Coherence plus non-vanishing clearly implies that {pi, - pj, 1 has a 
unique limit, say a. Further, the vague limit of the family must be an eigen- 
distribution of eigenvalue e*‘. A standard argument from the diagonal case 
shows then that every limit is a measure: namely, any limit dv of (A@,, Qjq) 
is equally one of ((A + K) Qi,, Qj5) for any compact operator K. So 
I(a,, dv)l d inf{ IIA + KII : K compact}. But the right side is supPaM lcrAl, so 
dv is a measure [15, 51. 1 
We can also carry over the notion of the density of a limit measure 
[2, 161: 
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DEFINITION 1.2. (a) N(A) = # (pj< A}. 
(b) rf 9 = {d@i,,j,} is a coherent family, let N(l, 9) = # {(pi,, cljr) : 
p;,, pjr 6 A}. Further, let the density of the family be D*(S} =def 
lim 1.+ ,(W> ~t)lW)). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let B = {d@i,,.i,} b e a coherent non-vanishing family. 
Then D*{d@i,,j,j < ~13’. 
Proof Suppose {d@,. i,} + dp. Since dp #O, 3~ > 0 and G E C”(S*M) 
such that I(a, dp)l > E. Hence IA,, such that Ia A0 implies 
1 
~ x I(“P(a) @i,, @j,)l*>&. 
N(k 9) IL,,, p,, G i. 
On the other hand, a limit formula due to Widom asserts that 
T& C I(Op(o) @iv @jj,I’+ vol(~*M) 1 loI* dw. 
Pl.Ic,Cj. S.M 
Indeed, let us define for any 0th order $00 B, 
” ABEf A!!! N(I) I,,~n 
’ -!- c (BDi, Qj). 
Then (cf. [S]) 
1 
tr AB= 5 vol(S*M) .s*,u 
nB do. 
11.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
Further, let 7cA denote orthoprojection onto XJ = {span{ Gj : pj < A} }. 
Then 
p,,:Gi J(OP(O) @iy @j)l’= tr(n, OP(0) x2)* (x1 Op(0) 7~~). (1.9) 
Hence (1.5) follows as long as 
tr 7~~ Op(a)* (1 - rcA) Op(o) xj. = o(N(A)). (1.10) 
We refer to [S] for the proof of this. 
Combining (1.5) and (1.6) we get 
proving the proposition. 1 
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This proposition shows why density is defined using N(A) rather than 
N(A)‘= #{pi, pj<A}. Coherent off-diagonal families behave in a way 
parallel to diagonal families; in particular, in regard to their size. 
To enlarge on this, consider the impact of Proposition 1.1(i) on the 
estamate of N(A, 9). By 1.1(i), the possible second components ,u/ of pairs 
(pi, pj) in Spec(S) with fixed pi must lie in an interval around pi with 
radius tending to zero as pi + x,. However, 1.1(i) gives no estimate on the 
rate of decay of these intervals, nor of the number of p,‘s in these intervals 
which actually contribute to Spec(B). Hence, 1.1(i) alone can’t rule out 
that all pj in the intervals of essentially lixed radius 6 around pi contribute 
to 9. The asymptotic number of such eigenvalues is calculated in [4] 
under generic assumptions on (M, g): the upshot is that if the set of closed 
geodesics has measure 0, then # {(pi, pj) : pi, p, d 1, 1~~ -,uj/ <S> c 
vol(M) 6A”- ‘N(A) (n = dim M). In our problem, 6 is tending to zero as 
I + cc, but not by any definite rate. Thus, Proposition 1.2 improves on 
Proposition 1.1(i) by a factor (essentially) of A”+ ‘. 
The only exception to Proposition 1.2 is given by a coherent vanishing 
family. This is a large exception: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. There is a tlanishing subfamily F”= {d@F,j,} with 
N(1, F”)/N(1)2 + 1. 
Proof. Immediately from (1.6) we see that (l/N(A)‘) C,,,V,.n 
I(A(tii, IJ?~))~’ +O. Since the terms are positive it follows by a standard 
argument [ 141 that after removing a subset of the terms from {pi, pj d A} 
of proportion tending to 0, all limit points of the remaining terms are zero. 
These terms apparently depend on A, but a kind of diagonalization argu- 
ment shows that there is a density 1 subset which tends to 0 for all A 
(cf. Cl6 31). I 
Despite Proposition 1.3, there can be “fat” coherent families (as “fat,” at 
any rate, as a coherent diagonal family). The basic problems on these 
families are analogous to the diagonal case: What are the coherent families 
and their spectra, how “fat” are they (density relative to N(I)), and what 
are their limits? The rest of this paper gives partial answers to these 
questions for special geodesic flows. 
2. ERC~DIC GEODESIC FLOW 
In [ 11, 16, 1) it is proved that when G’ is ergodic there is a coherent 
diagonal family of density 1 whose classical imit is Liouville measure. One 
conjectures that the full diagonal family is coherent this way: essentially 
because the other candidates for classical imits are “unstable.” Our theme 
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in this section is in the same spirit: coherent off-diagonal families should be 
vanishing. When G’ is only assumed to be ergodic, this theme is borne out 
only partially by Theorem A. 
However, when we further assume G’ to be mixing, we will show 
(Theorem A2) that any coherent family of positive density is vanishing. The 
main example of a mixing geodesic flow comes from compact, negatively 
curve manifolds. These are in fact hyperbolic (Anosov). For such ergodic 
and hyperbolic geodesic flows, one can determine explicitly all finite non- 
invariant eigen measures (following K. Sigmund). They are all given by 
“orbital fourier coefficients” along exceptional, unstable orbits. Thus, our 
theme will be substantiated for these cases; one conjectures that for such G’ 
all coherent off-diagonal families are vanishing. 
We begin with a kind of L2 ergodic theorem: 
h3fMA A. Let G’ be egodic. Then for an)’ 0th order #DO A one has 
(YE 36) lim J- c 
J.-r N(A) &./+<j. 
l(A@i, @,,,I’< 6. 
i#j 
IP, ~ &‘,I < 5 
Proof Let us write 
OA dw, 
/bAii:= ’ s vol(S*M) y&f 
IcAl do. 
We recall from (1.7), (1.8) that 
tr dA=A 
Now consider the averaged $DO’s 161: 
&=J;* --r j‘(t) U-t)AVt)dt, 
where 3 is bounded and compactly supported. Then by Egorov 
‘J.&, 5) = j-I f(t) oA(G’(-G 5)) dt. - .-I. 
(2.li) 
(2.lii) 
(2.2i) 
(2.2ii) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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From (2.2ii) we get 
LetfT(t)=(1/2T)lc-T.Tl ( characteristic function). Then (2.5) reads 
By [16, 31 one has 
Combining (2.2i), (2.2ii), and (2.7) we have 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
Putting together (2.6) and (2.8) 
$) c J(AcDi, @ )I’ lsi;yy’~’ 
Pt. 51, < 2. 1 J 
i#I 
+ +T 
II s 
r 
2 
aAG’(x, 5)) dt (2.9) 
T II 
2 - 1a2. 
By the L2 ergodic theorem, the right side tends to 0 as T --) ccj. Thus 
(Vc)(ZiT) ,‘lf”r & c I(AGi, Qj)12 si~~~~~~) ‘<E. (2.10) 
Pr. P, < I 1 J 
i+i 
In particular sin x/x > l/2 if 1x1 < l/2 (say). So 
1 
(V’E 3T) lim - 
i-r N(A) c I(A@i, @.;,I’<&. I (2.11) ,‘,.P,s:i. 
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We now give our main theorem on coherent families when Gr is ergodic. 
To state it we need the notion of relative density. Let 9 be any family 
{d@,,,}. We say 9’ c 3 is a subfamily of relative density 1 if 
lim, _ r (N(1, .F’)/N(I1,9)) = 1. We have: 
THEOREM A. Suppose G’ is ergodic, and let 9 be any off-diagonalfamily 
so that the only limit point of (pi, - pj5i,> = 0, i.e., so that all its limit measures 
are invariant. If D*(9) > 0, then there exists a coherent subfamily 9’ c 9 
of relative density 1 which is vanishing. 
Prooj Suppose 9 is such a family. 9 has a coherent vanishing 
subfamily 9’ of relative density 1 if and only if 
(2.12) 
Since D*(9) > 0, l/N(1,9) 4 l/N(A). It therefore suffices to prove 
(2.13) 
But the assumption that 0 is the only limit point of {pi, - pj,> implies 
(2.14) 
So, (2.13), hence Theorem A, follows from Lemma A. i 
We next strengthen Theorem A by removing the hypothesis that 0 is the 
only limit of the family. However, we will then have to add the hypothesis 
that G’ is mixing. 
THEOREM B. Suppose G’ is mixing. Suppose further that 9 = {d@,, j,} is 
an off-diagonal family with D*(9) > 0 and such that {pi, - pj,} has exact11 
one limit point u. Then there exists a subfamily 9’ of relative density 1 which 
is vanishing. 
Proof: The criterion that 9 have such a vanishing subfamily 9’ is 
again that 
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and it suffices to prove (2.15) with N(A) in place of N(A, 9). In place of 
(2.14) we now have 
To show the right side of (2.16) tends to zero as 6 + 0, we replace fr(t) 
in (2.6) by fr(t -a). Relation (2.6) becomes 
i#j 
r eiTrcrA(G’(x, 0) dt 
T 
Ii;- l%l’ ,cTJ’. (2.17) 
The term Isin ctT/crTl* (5,1* obviously tends to 0 when a #O, so we only 
need to prove the first one does too. However, let P’;.~.<, denote any weak 
limit of the measures PT.~, ;, =(f) =def (1/2T) fT.e”‘f(G’(x, 0) dt. It is clear 
that 1:x. 5) must be an eigenmeasure of G’ : Gi&, :, = e-iz’pyX, :,. But if G’ . . 
1s mlxlng, &, :) must be zero for almost all (x, 5) (relative to Liouville 
measure dw). Indeed, if the orbit through (x, 5) is uniformly distributed 
relative to do, then the total variation measure l~;.~, t;jl (= the orbital 
average through (x, 5)) is do. By polar decomposition ~;1,, ; = h do, Ihl = 1 
a.e. (do). Evidently h is an eigenfunction of G’. Following a well-known 
argument [lo], we consider ~y.~, b’) @ PT.+ :) on C(S*M x S*M). It is clearly 
invariant relative to G’ x G’. It follows that h(x) h(4’) is an invariant 
bounded measurable function. But G’ mixing implies G’ x G’ ergodic [ 101. 
So h(x) ho,) must be constant a.e. (do@ do), and so h is constant a.e. 
(dw). Since h is an eigenfunction, the constant must be zero. Consequently, 
if (x, <) is a point whose orbit is uniformly distributed, and if a # 0, then 
lim -!- 1’ e-‘“‘f(G’(,~, 5)) dt 
T-r2T -T 
exists and equals zero (a.e.) for any f E C(S*M). It follows that lI( 1/2T) 
jf, epia’f(G’(x, 5)) dt\l: tends to zero for any J 
The remainder of the proof of Theorem B follows exactly as in 
Theorem A. i 
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To expand on this a little, let us further suppose that G’ is hyperbolic, 
i.e., that 
T(S*M) = E@ ES0 E” 
is a splitting into invariant subbundles, with E a l-dimensional bundle 
tangent to the flow, and where there are constants C, 1> 0 s.t. 
IjdG’(u)ll < Ce-“’ Ilull UEE’, t>O 
IldGp’(o)ll < Ce-“’ Ilull BEEP, t>O 
(/10/I some metric on T(S*M)). 
The best known example of a mixing geodesic flow is also hyperbolic 
(M compact, negatively curved). By slightly modifying a theorem of 
K. Sigmund [ 121, one can identify all eigenmeasures in the hyperbolic 
case. One has: 
PROPOSITION C. Suppose G’ is a hyperbolic geodesic flow. Then 
(a) each finite eigenmeasure is (up to scalars) an orbital fourier 
coefficient 
pro(f) = !\rn= +T s’ e pi'"f (G’(z,)) dt 
r 
through some q, ; 
(b) if G’ is also ergodic, then all non-invariant eigenmeasures are 
singular relative to Liouville measure. 
ProoJ (a) Suppose v is a finite eigenmeasure, Gi v = e’“‘v. Then its 
total variation measure Iv1 is positive and invariant. According to [ 121, 
any invariant probability measure is an orbital average p,(f) = 
lim T- r ( l/227 J’ T f (G’(z,)) dt through some “quasi-regular” point z0 (a 
point for which the limit exists for all f~ C(S*M)). It follows that 
Iv1 = IJvIJ pzo for some z,,, and by polar decomposition that v = h []\‘I( pZO for 
some he L’(,u=,), Ihl = 1 a.e. Then h(G’(z,)) = e;“h(z,,), so v(f) = 
lim T-x (l/W jr, e’“‘f(G’(z,,)) dr up to a constant. 
(b) Hyperbolic and ergodic flows are mixing so (b) follows as in the 
proof of Theorem B. 1 
In sum, suppose G’ is an ergodic and hyperbolic geodesic flow, and sup- 
pose 9 is an off-diagonal coherent family. Then the classical limit of d 
must be an orbital fourier coefficient along an exceptional orbit, at least up 
to a scalar multiple. It would be surprising if such an unstable limit could 
actually appear; one conjectures that the limit is 0. When D*(P) > 0, this 
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follows from Theorem B, at least for a subfamily of relative density 1. 
Actually, it is possible that a theorem of [Z] to the effect that the density 
of a coherent diagonal family (a special kind of “quasi-mode”) is no greater 
than the mass of its microsupport (Liouville measure of the support of the 
limit measures of the quasi-mode) could be generalized to off-diagonal 
families. It would follow that only a density zero family could tend to a 
singular eigenmeasure. At any rate, the results of this section are exactly 
analogous to those for the diagonal case: one understands the behaviour of 
coherent families of positive density, but has no understanding of zero 
density families. 
3. COMPLETELY INTEGRABLE GEODESIC FLOW 
In this section we will construct many coherent, zero density families 5 
associated to invariant tori of certain completely integrable geodesic flows. 
The diagonal families we present here have been independently and pre- 
viously constructed by A. Uribe in [ 131. Our method is however closer to 
Colin de Verdiere’s in [ 11; indeed our main result, Theorem E, follows 
very easily from Colin de Verdiere’s work. 
We begin with a resume of the background material we will need from 
the Guillemin-Sternberg ladder theory, and from Uribe’s paper. We will 
use this to give a mean value version of the classical imit formula. We then 
give our main result as an application of Cohn de Verdiere’s normal form 
theory. 
DEFINITION 3.1. y: Td x Z + Z is a homogeneous hamiltonian torus 
action if: 
(i) Td= (Iw/27~Z)~, 
(ii) Z= ;j‘*M, dim M=d, 
(iii) (y(eie, ri)) = ry(e”, z), r >O, 
(iv) there exists an injective homomorphism from t (= Lie algebra of 
Td) to the Poisson algebra C%(Z)(r + 4’) so that the following diagram 
commutes : 
/ 
CX(Z) 
t 
\ ! Vect( Z) 
(t + Vect(Z) is the derived action, which we write 5 + tX and C”(Z) -+ 
Vect(Z) takes 4 E C-(Z) to its Hamilton vector field H#). 
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Associated to a Hamiltonian group action is its moment map 0: 
DEFINITION 3.2. The moment map @: Z+ t* is (Q(z), 5) = d:(z), 
( , . ) being the pairing of t* x r + R. 
In more concrete terms, let { 4,) . . . . td} be a fixed basis for t, and let 
a, = 4:‘. Then CD = (a,, . . . . ad): Z + KY’. 
Let us also write 0 = (0,) . . . . 19,) for the aissociated coordinates on t and 
e(d, . . . . 0,) = (e2nie1, . .. . e2rried) E Td. 
We will also make the assumptions in [13]: 
(a) 0 is not in the image of CD: Z-it*. 
(b) There is an open dense subset Z, of Z on which the action is free. 
Under these conditions, the total action can be quantized; i.e., there 
exists a representation p: T” -+ IIF by unitary FIOs (Fourier Integral 
Operators) so that the canonical transformation underlying p(e”) is the 
graph of y(e”, .) (see [ 13, 71). I n more concrete terms, there are d commuting 
+DO’s of order 1, {A ,, . . . . Ad) so that ~,+=a, and so that P(e”) = 
e2ni(81Al+ +Od.4d) 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let G’ be a geodesic flow on Z. Then G’ is collectively 
completely integrable if there exists a homogeneous hamiltonian torus 
action which commutes with G’, and indeed such that the riemannian norm 
function 1~1 equals 1 @I ( 1 .I being a Euclidean norm on t* ). 
From now on we assume that M has a collectively completely integrable 
geodesic flow. 
Let L’(M) = 0, &$ be the decomposition of M into isotropic subspaces 
for the associated p, with a an integral form in t* and %?= {fe L’ : 
p(ei8) = e2rri<x. e> fj. Except for finitely many a, dim S?x = 1 [13, 11. Let @, 
be a unit vector in x,. 
Following [7] one calls a subspace of the form %La = @,“=, %& a 
“ladder.” %% corresponds to a conic co-isotropic submanifold W, of Z: 
namely, @-‘{r-a : rE [w + ). W, is foliated by leaves on which the symplectic 
form of Z vanishes (“null-foliation”) and it fibers over the leaf space X,#, 
a symplectic manifold. Thus, there is a fibration x: W, + X,# so that 
C’(X) is the null leaf through any of its points. Then SLar corresponds to 
W, in the precise sense that the orthoprojection I7, : L’(M) + ZLa is an 
FIO whose underlying canonical relation is the fiber product 
I-,= w, x, w,={(,~,,w2):7C(M’,)=IC(W2)). 
As observed by Uribe (and independently by the author in special cases), 
the family &, 0 = { dQkcr, k. : k E Z + } is coherent and its classical imit is the 
invariant b-measure dv, along WE/R+ (a Lagrangian torus). The family 
9 1. 0 is one of many similar families. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. For integral forms ol, /I E t*, let TX, B = {d@ka,kar+p : 
kEEf). 
We now must point out one arbitrary feature in the definition of F& 
which plays no role for diagonal families, nor in the ergodic case (because 
“fat” classical limits were 0). Namely, the 4, are only determined up to 
scalars e’O”. It follows that the da,,, kr+p are only determined up to the 
units ei(h ~ b+q C onsequently, only the limits of I(a, d@,,, kz+B)I are 
invariants of a ladder. 
This ambiguity appears as well on the side of the classical imits. Indeed 
consider the measures pt,,. which give fourier coefficients along the tori 
WL = (we W, : 1w = 11, for fE C”(S*M), 
&O,.(f )=--& s. e-2K”8.b7’f(y(ei8, zO)) de. 
rd 
(3.1) 
It is clear that $!O.E depends on zO, but that I& oLI does not. 
One has two ways of dealing with this arbitrariness. The first is to look 
only at limits of I(Aaj, Bj)j, and this leads to Theorem D. The second is 
to choose the vectors Qka and @kz+p in some coherent way for each fixed 
ladder H,, . This can be done by using a local normal form and leads to 
coherent families and classical imits which are uniquely determined up to 
a fixed scalar e’“O. 
THEOREM D. With the above notation and assumptions, for any 0th order 
$00 A (l/W X:,“=, ItA@,,, @kl+B)12-+ I(Wol(Td)) JTd oAdeiH, 4) 
e~i<p-s>dt9~2 for any Z,,E Wi. 
ProoJ: Consider the operators 
(3.2 1 
where A,= (l/vol( Td)) jrd f(eie) p(B)* A&B) de. Then 
Tr A a a, f A j.. 1. r = k,;<j. I(A@/corr @a)(* If(k@4)1*. (3.3) 
161 <i 
It follows that if f = 6 and if A;, z, B is the corresponding operator, then 
Tr A? =. pAA, %, B = 1 I(‘--,,, @kz+B)12. 
k 10.1 .S i 
(3.4) 
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Thus the left side of our purported limit formula is lim, _ oc (l/rank(n,fl,)) 
tr A?, a, ~4, a, 8. We can compute this symbolically by a slight modification 
of Widom’s argument in (1.9)-( 1.10). Indeed we claim that 
tWL,B&.2.C1= tr K,I;I,A~A~~II,~, + o(rank x,I7,). (3.5) 
The proof is essentially identical to the standard one, and is left to the 
reader. We then note that 17,A/*Af17, is an FIO associated to the same 
canonical relation r, = W, x, W, as I7,. The principal symbol of A,,, is 
(for z,EZ) 
a,(y(e”, z,)) eeZnicP. ” de, (3.6) 
hence that of A,*BAzB ( Icax (zJ*) is actually constant on every orbit of the 
torus action. To describe the principal symbol of Z7,AfA,l7,, we will need 
to recall the theory of such symbols in [7,8]. Thus, let Z be any 
homogeneous, co-isotropic submanifold of F*M which is librating over the 
leaf space S of its null-foliation (S is a symplectic manifold). Letting 
7~: .Z -P S be this fibration, set f = ,E x, Z. (The example of interest to us is 
z= w,, s=x,#, r= r,.) Let Rz denote the (* algebra of ) FIOs 
associated to r. Guillemin and Sternberg interpret symbols of A E R, in 
terms of a certain sheaf YO of *-algebras over S. Namely, 96:. is the 
*-algebra of smoothing operators K: C “( 1 n 1 I’* F,) + C “(l/1 1’)’ FJ), where 
F, is the libre over s. A section of the sheaf is given by a smooth kernel 
K(S; x, J) which for fixed s is a smooth l/2 density on F, x F,. 
Now the principal symbol of Z7,Af*AfZ7, is just gn,. )aAI)‘. on%. If 
f = xa this is IdAxS( 2 onz since 1oA4/* is multiplication by a constant. (Tag is 
computed in [7]: a,&) is projection onto the invariant l/2 density (do,1 Ii’ 
in CT(ljiI’:2 F,). In sum, CJ 
It follows that 
rr,+,l,n,(S) = hlp12 ldLj,I “‘0 W,l I”. 
(3.7) 
where the constant at the right means the value JoAq(zO)12 at one (hence 
all) Z,,E Wi. Indeed, the (standard) argument is to note that the limit of 
the left side of (3.7) equals the coefficient of the singularity at r = 0 of 
S,S(t)=Tre’rD17,A~~Ax,n,, (3.8) 
where D is a first order self-adjoint $00 equal to k on J&. In turn this 
coefficient is the principal symbol of the Fourier Integral distribution 
S&t), evaluated at t=O and f= 1 (T*lR= ((1,~))). Writing S,,(t)= 
q,.d*eifDZlmA$AxgZIr (q,: Mx [w +R, d:MxR+MxMxR the usual 
maps [7, 13]), one sees that the principal symbol of S,& t) at t = 0, z = 1 
580 94 ‘2.14 
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is given by integrating tr grim. (T,~&) over S/R relative to the invariant 
density on S/R (insert the cone direction vector into the symplectic volume 
form). By our computation above this is just (oRJ2. This proves (3.7), 
hence the theorem. m 
Theorem D has one unsatisfactory aspect: namely, it doesn’t prove that 
the terms individually tend to the average value. Yet this is of course what 
is meant by a classical limit of a coherent family. This defect can be 
remedied : 
THEOREM E. For a given CC, unit vectors Qkcl+ B in Zkir +p can be chosen 
in such a way that E”,, p = { dQka, kor + 8} is a coherent family. Moreover, its 
classical limit is given by an orbital fourier coefficient ptO, il for some z,, E Wi 
(depending on the choice of { Qk. + B} ). 
Proof: The existence of such a coherent basis and the computation of 
the classical limit follows from Colin de Verdiere’s microlocal norm 
theorem for quantizations of symplectic toral actions. We begin with a 
resume of Colin de Verdiere’s work. 
Let (Z, o) be a conic symplectic manifold of dimension 2d, 
y: Td x Z + Z be a conic symplectic toral action, z,, E Z, and Y = Td. z,, be 
the orbit through zO. Y is diffeomorphic to the torus Td/Tf, where TfO is 
the stabilizer of z,,. Suppose dim( TfJ = d - 1 and consider 
T*( T’x Rd-‘) 
= {(x,, . ..) X/i 51, ..., 5r; y I+ 1, . ..> yd; ‘I/+ lr ...T qd) 
E T’x R’x Rd-‘x Rd-‘}. 
Let Z, be the conic open subset 
(3.9) 
-G={kt,Y~~):t:#o). (3.10) 
T*(T’x RdP’) carries a linear symplectic toral action which is a model 
for symplectic toral actions near an orbit whose isotropy group equals 
Td-‘. Namely, write zi = 4; + iv, and let /IO(ei(“. “‘). (x, 5, y + iv)) = 
(x + 0’, r, eie”( y + iv)), where 0’ = (e,, . . . . e,), 8” = (0,+, , . . . . 0,) and where 
an obvious multi-index notation is assumed. f10 can be modified to provide 
a local model for homogeneous total actions in a conic neighborhood of an 
orbit. Indeed, this is done by homogenizing the Hamiltonians $‘= lj 
(j= 1, . . . . I), qy = (l/2)( yf + qf) (j = I+ 1, . . . . d) for the linear action. One 
sets, for (x, 5, Y, tl) E Z,, 
(j= 1, . . . . 1) 
=%I4 Y;+Itlry) (j=l+ 1, . . . . d). 
(3.11) 
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Each 4/” generates a Hamiltonian flow of period 271; since {$, q:} = 0, they 
collectively generate a Td action yO. Let Q” = (q’, . . . . qz); @ is the moment 
map for the toral action. It is clear that orbits are level sets of Go, and that 
on Z. n {(y, q) # 0} the action is free. 
One has the following theorem due to [1] : 
THEOREM 3.1. With the notations above, and given an orbit Y= Tdzo, 
there is a conic, invariant open subset U of Z and a conic canonical 
diffeomorphism x: U + U,, U, an invariant conic neighborhood of 
(R/27rrZ)‘x (0) in Zo, so that 
Tdx U, - uo TO 
commutes; here p. is an isomorphism: Td + Td/T:‘, x TfO. 
Furthermore, Colin de Verdiere has proved a quantized version of this 
[ 1, Sect. 5-J. To state it, we need some more notation, and background: 
6) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(VI 
(iv) 
(vii) 
C, = a conic beighborhood of { rc( : r > 0 > so that the nor- 
mal form Theorem 3.1 is valid. 
t L 3 -**, td is a basis for t so that d5’ =def qi have periodic 
Hamiltonian flows of period 27c (they exist). Let 
P 1, . . . . Q, be first order $Do’s, commuting $DO’s with 
principal symbols go, = qi (they exist). 
E,={X~,@,EL.*(X):LEC’,}. 
x0= (R/27rZ)[x ad-‘. 
@= (l/i)(8/iixj) (1 <j<f); @= (i/2)( -a’/d$+);d,) 
(A,“‘*); A,= -C;=l (~‘/dx;) (I+ 1 ,<j<d). 
&,I: are the following joint eigenfunctions for { 8,“): 
For 1 = (n, n’) E Z’x Nd-‘, let 8:(x,, . . . . yd) = 
exp(n,x, + . . . + v,), A,;+, 
Here h,(t) = H,(t) er’12, 
(~v,+,)..'h,~t~,d,. 
H, being the nth Hermite poly- 
nomial. 
Let Ez= {za,@E L2(Xo) : II EC,}. Let J?Z be the 
ladder through 48. (3.12) 
Then Colin de Verdiere’s quantized normal form theorem states: 
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THEOREM 3.2. With the above notation and assumptions, there exists a 
0th order FIO 
F,: L’(X) --f L’(X,), 
F, elliptic on @-‘(C,), with under&ng canonical transformation 1, and there 
exists a vector p’ = (pi, . . . . pi, 0, . . . . 0) E ( l/4) Zd satisfying: 
(a) F,*F,-Id (resp. F,F,* -Id) is of order -1 on E, (resp. Ez) 
(b) (@+p,) FU--FXQj (resp., Fm*(@+p,!)--QjF,*) is of order -1 
on E, (resp. Ez) for j= 1, . . . . d 
(c) if B is a (- 1st) order FZO on E,, then (IB@,II L2,,yj= 
O(II4l -‘I II@iIIL~,X,~ A E C, (similarly for E z ). 
Actually, it will be convenient for us to modify this theorem on normal 
forms for homogeneous toral actions and their quantizations. Namely, we 
observe that the original linear action /3, on T*(T’x RdP’) is itself 
homogeneous when T*( T’x [Wdmm’) is given the conic structure 
T (X, (, ?‘, tl) = (X, ts’, T’ ‘J’, T"'Pj), TER+. (3.13) 
Moreover, we observe that /I0 is conically canonically conjugate to the 
homogeneous toral defined in (3.11). Indeed, a simple computation shows 
that the map 
II/:~~~,5,~,~~~~~-~?~~~l~l~‘~~,),l~l~’r,~l~l~’~2~ (3.14) 
is symplectic; and it clearly intertwines the conic structures, and the 
Hamiltonians {q,“} and (4:). So we may use fi,, as our homogeneous 
model. 
The quantized version of this raises a problem, presumably explaining 
why Colin de Verdiere chose to use the normal form in (3.11). Namely, the 
operators 
Qy=f $, j=l,...,f 
Q;=; (:$+J$!) 
J 
(3.15) 
are no longer standard II/DO’s; similarly, the conjugating FIOs F,X (etc.) are 
no longer standard. Rather they are II/DO’s whose symbols satisfy differen- 
tiation conditions relative to the conic structure (3.13). However, the 
theory of these $DO’s is now very well known [9, 81, and exactly parallels 
the standard $00 theory, at least insofar as we need it. We can therefore 
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use (3.15) as our model example, and we now turn to the proof of 
Theorem E proper. 
(I) We start by proving the theorem for the model cases. Thus, 
consider the limits of (A@, q.?) where (as in (3.12(vi)) r 
(3.16) 
We claim the corresponding family {d@,, ).;} is a coherent family iff 
&/l&j + tl and 1, - 1: = B for some /I E Z” and for all but finitely many r 
(these are of course necessary conditions). 
Indeed&t observe that if A-A’= b, then A may be replaced by 
A, = J+ ~~(6) p(0)* Ap(8) d8 without changing (A@;, @y.). But 
is homogeneous of order 0 and transforms by the character xs under the 
torus action. Let JZ$ denote the space of non-negatively homogeneous 
functions transforming this way. J& in particular is the algebra of 
homogeneous, invariant functions. Colin de Verdiere has characterized s9, 
in [l] as 
4 = {fk& . . . . 4:) : fe c=‘(R IO), f non-negatively homogeneous}.(3.17) 
It follows that if /3=0, cAg= f(qy, . . . . 42) for some function J 
homogeneous of degree 0. By a well-known argument of Strichartz (cf. 
C1lL f(Q’i’, ..., Qz) as defined by the spectral theorem is a 0th order $00 
(in the relevant calculus) with principal symbol f(qy, . . . . 4:). Hence, 
(A@:, @y) has the same limits as (f(Qy, . . . . Qz) #!, dy)=f(l). A necessary 
and sufficient condition that lim,, r f(J) exists for homogeneous S of 
order 0 is that A/IA/ + CI for some CI, and the limit is then f(a). f(cr) also 
equals the value of f on WA, hence the average of ~~ on WL/W + . We 
conclude that (A@,, DA) has a limit iff n/lJl + ~1, and the limit is then 
cA,,( W,) (i.e., the value of oaO at once, hence any, point of W,). This 
confirms the theorem for model diagonal sequences. 
For an off-diagonal sequence the averaged symbols belong to J$, /I # 0. 
Our first step is to extend Colin de Verdiere’s characterization of dO, to 
d0 # 0. To this end we need to construct special elements ei E dP, 
where /I = (B’, /I”) E R’x Rd-‘. If /I; = 0, one omits the corresponding factor 
(i.e., it equals 1 by definition). 
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ei is well defined away from set C = U,,Y,,, ci = {(x, 5, J, 9): yj + iqj = 0}, 
and is clearly homogeneous of order 0 and nowhere vanishing on Z\,C. 
Note that any aaEx$ must vanish on L, if /Ii #O; so eCI is in a sense 
optimally defined. 
Now let .G?‘!’ = {a E .aZ, : a vanishes to order 1 on L’, = U, : /I.’ z ,, ,E, ). Then I 
dD = .fd[ei. (3.19) 
Indeed if ag E d8, then ap vanishes to order 1 on L‘,, so that a8(ei)-’ is 
a well-defined element of .r4g. Conversely it is clear that &‘{e”p c JX?~. 
It therefore follows from Colin de Verdiere’s description of J& that 
aBE:db*ag=f(qY, . . . . &)ea, 
where f vanishes to order 1 on { qp = 0 : p; ZO}. 
Our second step is to quantize this. But it is clear that 
(3.20) 
Op(ep) is thus a normalized raising operator by /I units, familiar from 
Harmonic oscillator theory. 
It follows easily that 
&@‘j, @:4 - (f(Q:, . . . . Q”,, @:, @;,, (3.22) 
where 0 A0 =fei. 
Summing up: 
If 1’=A+b, i--+x, then (A@:,@y.)+f(cc), where cAo=fei. 
(3.23) 
More invariantly put, ei E 1 on the set N = ((0, 5,4: 0) : yj 2 0). N is a 
slice of the torus action, so ei could have been defined as the extension of 
1 to Z\\,Y as a function transforming by xg. In any event, f(cr) equals oAp 
on W, n N. We thus have 
(A@;, @?,I --* o.~& W, n N), (3.24) 
where the evaluation at right means again at one, hence any point in 
W, n N. This confirms the theorem for the model cases. 
Remark. The coherency of the basis {@:} of (3.16) is now seen to 
reside in the fact that higher @y come from lower by applying the nor- 
malized raising-lowering operators (3.21). This clearly fixes the family up to 
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a fixed unit scalar, and the limits will be independent of that scalar. Note 
also that the reason why the limit in (3.24) involves a special slice N of the 
action is that we have selected special raising-lowering operators to define 
the basis (3.16). 
(II) We next extend the theorem from the model cases to all cases. 
Thus let c1 be a weight of the quantized toral action, and let C, be the 
conic neighborhood of (m: r > 0} where the normal form theorems are 
valid (3.12(i)). The subspace E, is then well defined ((3.12(ii)), and one has 
an FIO F, conjugating the given Qj’s on X to the Q/o’s on X,,, modulo 
operators of lower order (by means of the modified Theorem 3.2). 
By means of F, one can construct coherent orthonormal bases {QA} 
for E,. 
Indeed, let SPY and & be the l-dimensional joint eigenspaces defined 
previously. Let @i be the unit vectors in H: from (3.16), and let II/i be any 
unit vector in z.,. We set: 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let { Q1, 1 E C,} be the orthonormal basis for E, given 
by @A= (Fa% $1) hlIb=‘,*@~, $,>I. 
We will see below that I(F,*@, I,J~~)[ = 1 + O(l1l -I), so that the defini- 
tion makes sense. 
A simple consequence of the spectral theorem is: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. /IF,*@:-- (F,*@, t,G>,) t,bAII =O()Iil(l -I). 
Proof From Theorem 3.2(b), we see that 
However, Q$, = (A + ,u) 11/1, 1E C, [ 1, Theorem 3.21. 
Hence f~=F,*~l:-(F,*~~,~,)IcI,EE,O~~ and [Q-(A+p)]fA= 
O(l,I-‘). But the resolvent R,+,(Q)=(Q-(n+p)))’ is bounded on 
E, 0 &$ by the distance from ,I + p to the nearest spectral point, hence by 
a constant independent of 1. It follows that IlfAll = O(lll -I). 1 
COROLLARY 3.4. I(F,*@, t,b;)/ = 1 + O(lAl -I). 
ProoJ llF,*@~ll = 1 + 0(/n/ -I) by Theorem 3.2. m 
We now complete the proof of Theorem E. For a given a, we have just 
defined an orthonormal basis of E,. Clearly all vectors of the form QkorcS, 
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k = 1, 2, . . . . live in E,, so the families FX, p are well defined. The classical 
limit is by the propositions above exactly that of 
(AC@,, FPO,,+& 
= (F,AF,*@:,, @:a+& 
= (Op(o, .x,9 @:a, @po,a+p)+ W-‘) 
-b,~il,Lw!b~) by (3.24) 
= Q( w, f-l x; ‘N). 
This is the orbital fourier coefficient claimed in the theorem. 
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